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ABBREVIATED TITLES

The Theological Writings
Abom.—Abomination of Desolation
AC—Arcana Coelestia
Adv.—Adversaria
AE—Apocalypse Explained
AR—Apocalypse Revealed
Ath.—Athanasian Creed
BE—Brief Exposition
Calvin—Conversations with Calvin
Can.—Canons 
Char.—Doctrine of Charity 
CL—Conjugial Love
CLJ—Continuation of the Last Judgment 
Conv. Ang.—Conversations with Angels 
Coro.—Coronis
DLW—Divine Love and Wisdom
Dom.—De Domino
DP—Divine Providence
Ecc. Hist.—Ecclesiastical History of the New

Church
EU—Earths in the Universe
F—Doctrine of Faith
5 Mem.—Five Memorable Relations
HD—New Jerusalem and its Heavenly Doc

trine
HH—Heaven and Hell

Hist. Crea.—History of Creation
Idea—Angelic Idea concerning Creation
ISB—Intercourse between Soul and Body
Inv.—Invitation to the New Church
Jus.—Concerning Justification and Good

Works
Life—Doctrine of Life
LJ—Last Judgment
LJ post.—Last Judgment (posthumous)
Lord—Doctrine of the Lord
Love—Divine Love
Mar.—On Marriage
PP—Prophets and Psalms
Q—Nine Questions
SC—Scripture Confirmations
SD—Spiritual Diary
SD min.—Spiritual Diary Minor
Sk.—Sketch of the Doctrine of the New

Church
SS—Doctrine of the Sacred Scripture 
TCR—True Christian Religion 
Verbo—De Verbo
WE—Word Explained (Adversaria)
WH—White Horse 
Wis.—Divine Wisdom

Philosophical Works

AK—Animal Kingdom
Br.—The Brain
Cer.—The Cerebrum
Chem.—Chemistry
1, 2 Econ.—Economy of the Animal King

dom, Parts 1, 2
Fib.—The Fibre
Gen.—Generation
Inf.—The Infinite
JD—Journal of Dreams
L Pr.—Pesser Principia

Misc. Obs.—Miscellaneous Observations 
Ont.—Ontology
OPS—Origin and Propagation of the Soul 
Pr.—Principia
Psych. Trans.—Psychological Transactions
RPsych.-—Rational Psychology
Sens.—The Five Senses
Trem.—Tremulation
WLG—Worship and Love of God

For lists of the Theological Works see: Tafel’s Documents, Vol. II, pp. 950-1023; Potts’ 
Concordance, Introduction; and General Church Liturgy, 5th ed., pp. 236-238.

For lists of Swedenborg’s earlier works see: Tafel’s Documents, Vol. II, pp. 884-949; and 
A Classified List by the Rev. Alfred Acton.
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1717
Daedalus Hyperboreus 

(No. vi., p. 11) 

“Tremulation”

1721
“Chemistry”

(Engl. ed. 1847).

(Bullular hypothesis)

Six “crustals*’—particles with 
relative diameters of one to 
ten (pp. 16, 134, 199ff.)

1722

Miscellaneus Observations 

(Engl. ed., 1847).

Many elements, differing in 
size. Diameters in ratio of one 
to thirty (pp. 84, 85).

(Corpuscular theory of light 
suggested [?], p. 105)

(Earths and moons heavier 
than the vortex in which they 
are balanced, p. 102.)

Finest matter

Solar matter

Ether or Purer Air

Air

Water

Mathematical points or par
ticles made up of points (p. 
199)

1st Crustal—subtle fiery 
matter: units purely bullular, 
or “solar rays”, a universal 
element (pp. 199f.)

2nd Crustal

3rd Crustal—element of me
tals (p. 134)

4th Crustal

Mathematical points in 
constant motion (pp.  
84-86) 

Fire-particles, hard, non-  
bullular but round (p. 92)

Particles of magnetic po-  
tency (p. 84)

Light-particles or “rays” 
(pp. 84, 86, 88-91, 104).
Light an undulation of 
rays arising from vibra
tion of Ether (pp. 91,
105)

Ether. Sound an undula
tion of the Ether arising 
from vibration of Air (p.
91)

5th Crustal

Air, bullae with crust of 
fire-particles (p. 92)

6th Crustal (Water)
Water

Salts formed by compression
of water
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1729(?)
“Lesser Principia” 
(Three “elements”)

1734

Principia
(Four natural atmospheres)

The INFINITE as First Cause (1*) The INFINITE as First Origin

(Centrifugal force makes solar vortex denser in Life and Intelligence are beyond the realm of 
its peripheries. Rotation of globe caused by solar geometry and mechanics, 
vortex—confer 1734 theory. Elements have
active spheres.) (Principia stresses magnetic forces. The terres

trial atmospheres are formed after the solid 
globe.)

Pure Conatus 
generates motion:

Mathematical points, "quiescent” and “fluent,” 
combining as

I. Third Particle, or FIRST ELEMENT, a 
universal medium of light, in which solar spaces 
of active points arise. Compressed into Fourth 
Particle, substance of solar vortex, and finally 
into Fifth Particle, a solid passive.

II. Sixth Particle, or SECOND ELEMENT, 
"Ether” of light. Planetary vortex formed before 
the globe (101, 107). Ether compressed becomes 
Eighth Particle, a solid passive.

DI. Ninth Particle, or AIR formed before globe; 
Air compressed becomes Tenth Particle, Water; 
primeval earth only a watery volume.

Eleventh Particle, or Water Vapor; first visible 
particle.

First natural points of motion. Derived 1st 
finites, active, form solar spaces (I.x.3) and 2nd 
finites (I.v.20,26). These finites combine into

I. FIRST ELEMENT which forms solar vor
tices connecting stellar spaces (I.vi.39,50). This 
element is compressed into 3rd finites in solar 
crust.

II. SECOND ELEMENT, solar vortex, mag
netic element, compressed into 4th finites, ma
terial of planets with own conatus to rotate 
(III.v).

III. ETHER or THIRD ELEMENT is formed 
around the globes, medium of light and elec
tricity.
Compressed (III.v.l4,19e,vi) into 5th finites, 
on earth’s surface.

IV. AIR or FOURTH ELEMENT. Compressed 
into 6th finite, or Water.

WATER VAPOR

*In the following, reference numbers refer to paragraph numbers unless otherwise stated.
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1733-4
“Psychologica’

(n. 17)

(Notes on Wolff’s Psychologia Empirics)

1733
Mechanism of Soul and Body

The INFINITE GOD

(Organic functions of the atmospheres) An incomprehensible, non- 
geometrical “nexus” exists 
with the first simple (25) 

Mediation by angels (26,52)

Actives of 1st finites, con
tained in membrane of 2nd 
finites

FIRST ELEMENT, in mem
brane of 4th and/or 3rd finites

SECOND ELEMENT, mag
netic, in a grosser membrane

ETHER enclosed in 
membrane

Membrane for SUBTLE 
JUICE

Rational soul, (17, 208, 209)

Souls of brutes (40, 208, 
210) Human memory

Sight

Hearing

Sensations, touch

Rational soul consists of 1st 
finites in active spaces sur
rounded by 2nd finites (12) 
The soul survives death (50- 
53) (Compare Fragment on 
Harmony of Soul and Body. 
1742)

Souls of brutes relate to 2nd 
or magnetic element; whence 
their instinct. They perish at 
death, but not immediately 
(14, 21)

(The soul in any part of the 
brain is reproductive, 36. 
Every part of an animal is 
seed, 37. Animals can be born 
without seed or egg, 37, 44, 
but reproduction of own kind 
is possible only from nervous 
tissue, 45).

Arteries, etc. for the BLOOD
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1734
The Infinite

(Wilkinson’s

(Nothing can be said to issue or exist immedi
ately from the Infinite by any mode intelligible 
in any geometrical, analogical, rational or 
philosophical sense whatever. p. 89).

The SON OF GOD is the Infinite Nexus between 
finite and infinite.

transl., 1847)

(Presentation of a single series of successives; 
as opposed to [Wolff’s] idea of two parallel series 
of entities, one of which is physical, the other 
living, p. 106)

The Infinite is the Cause of the

First ens of nature, or Pure Simple.

I. Subtlest and most universal element of the 
world

IL Magnetic element

III. Etherial element

IV. Aerial element

(Four dements: pp. 125-127)

The Soul is the subtlest part of the body. Its 
substance is compared to the actives of the 
Principia, I. v, vii. (p. 145)

Souls of brutes are more elemental and gross, and 
do not consist of actives, (p. 147)

“The motion of the elements enclosed in the 
frame are in the truest sense those ‘animal 
spirits’ which are said to obey the volitions of the 
soul”, (p. 137)
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1739 1740(?) 1740(?)

Cerebrum. Dura Mater Corpuscular Philosophy Mathem. Philosophy of
in Brief Universals

(Subdivision of Body Fluids, (Sign system for Degrees and
727-732, 650. D.M.60.) Series)

(Cp. “Way to a Knowledge 
of the Soul”, dated c.1738)

1. SOUL—distinct, most uni
versal substance and force
(596) having attributes not
derived from nature (73le);
not to be conf used with its
organs and substantiates
(725e)

2. ANIMAL SPIRIT or 
SPIRITUOUS FLUID— 
(727f.)—inmost organic fluid 
in which soul is present (83, 
619, cf. 596, 730):—flows in 
purest fibres of nerves (725) ;* 
—is universal essence of White 
Blood. (725, 732)

3. WHITE BLOOD or 
SPIRITUOUS JUICE (732) 
—flows in the fibres (628f.) 
and is universal essence of Red 
Blood

4. RED BLOOD

Nervous Juice (650, cf. 627ff.) 
Pituita (650)

FIRST AURA 
Origin of fire, primary sub
stance of gold.
Source of Human Spirituous 
Fluid

SECOND AURA 
Primary substance of other 
metals. Source of Animal 
Spirituous Fluid

ETHER
Source of Spirituous Fluid of 
Insects

AIR

Water, inert globules

S—Spirituous fluid or 
eminent blood

A—Simple nervous 
fibre

M—Motor fibre of d:o 
N—Simple nerve fibre 
a—Etherial elements 

SS—Middle or Purer
Blood (Sa)

AA—Vessel of Purer
Blood

MM—Motor fibre, com
posed of vessels 
of SS

NN—Fascicle of simple f.

aa—Aerial saline 
elements

SSS—Red Blood (Saa)
AAA—Artery 

MMM—Fleshy motor fibre 
NNN—Nerve

aaa—Saline elements of 
third grade

SSSS—Blood-clot, san- 
guinous Fibre 
(Saaa)

AAAA—Great arterial canal 
MMMM—Muscle

NNNN—Nerve trunk, 
ganglion

* Has no permanent fibrous extensions of its own (83, 726).
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1740-1741
Economy of the Animal Kingdom

The DIVINE acting as the “moral” Sum of all Wisdom and Intelligence

Mediation by the “Spirit of God” (ii.251)

1. The SOUL—the life and spirit of the Spiritu
ous Fluid (i.247, 270f.)

Nothing formed from mere points (i. 592)

I. CELESTIAL AURA, universal, inanimate 
(ii.314, 270, 232f.), brings light from stars 
(ii.272). Gravity (i.650)

II. SUPERIOR ETHER, sublunar (ii.344), 
magnetic, forms terrestrial vortex; hence soul- 
fluid of brutes (ii.272, cf. 338ff, i.635)

III. ETHER of light

IV. AIR—sound

2. SPIRITUOUS FLUID or “Animal Spirit” 
generated from first aura of world (i.635f, 
ii.166, 344). Serves body as its “soul” or forma
tive substance, compared to the “Archaeus” 
(i.253, 256). Remains in human form after death 
(ii. 350f)

Purest fibrillae or simple fibres

3. PURER BLOOD—pellucid particles con
taining Spirituous Fluid and etherial salts 
(ii.122). Visible by microscope, (ii. 122)

Vessels of Purer Blood, or medullary fibers

4. RED BLOOD

Blood vessels

(Body dies and is never resumed, ii.351)
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DIVINE FORM—infinite, 
holy, the order, law, and idea 
of the universe (268)

SPIRITUAL FORM or Form 
in the abstract; incompatible 
with natural forms; ineffable 
except by angelic speech; 
above created nature (267). 
Inflows into natural forms, 
producing a series of “vital 
forms” (269)

CELESTIAL FORM or First 
Natural Form (perpetually 
vortical), is the form of each 
stellar vortex (266b). Prima 
materia of philosophy, principle 
of all motion (266, 279)

Celestial Ether

VORTICAL FORM (265) 
Superior Ether

Magnetism, terrestrial vortex, 
includes lunar orbit

SPIRAL FORM (264)
Ether [around earth]

CIRCULAR FORM (263, iv) 
Air

1741

The Fibre 

(E.A.K.III)
(The Doctrine of Forms) 

261-273

(By way of “eminence”, the 
Divine Spirit may be called 
“the Spiritual Form itself,” 
being infinitely Spiritual. 267)

Spiritual essences: souls and 
angels, as to their life essence 
(267, 285, 305). Mind as to 
form (267)

Disease in the Soul is called 
“guilt” (376)

Influx of the Divine is medi
ated by Spiritual Form and by 
the Word (268)

Primitive Cortex (305) and in
ternal of each individual of the 
PUREST BLOOD and Simple 
Fibre (274f, 279) is celestial in 
form and draws its essence 
from Celestial Ether (266b, 
275); not solid (294,291); 
may be perverted (374)

Souls and angels, as to nature, 
are most perfect celestial 
forms, and image the Spiritual 
Form (289, 280, 267)

As to parts and volume, 
Purest Blood is vortical in 
form (265b, 300).

Cortical Gland

PURER BLOOD, “Animal Animus 
spirit”*, or “nervous juice”
(299, 373) flows through 
medullary fibre, in spiral form 
(264)

RED BLOOD and its vessles Body 
are in the spherical or circular 
form

ANGULNR FORM (261f.) 
* Note change in terms.
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1742
Origin and Propagation 

of the Soul

(Traducian concept of the 
Soul)

At death, natural forms—first, 
second, and third—are cast 
off, and a pure spiritual form 
remains (i)
1. The SOUL

1742
The Red Blood

(Constitution of blood 
globule)

The SOUL itself is not a 
blood, but the life of the blood 
(xvi)

1742

The Animal Spirit

(Structure of the cortical 
gland)

The SOUL is spiritual (v)

2. ANIMAL ESSENCE, or 
first essence of the blood— 
prepared in the Simple Cortex, 
the first of the organic forms 
of the Soul; which consists of 
innumerable simple substances 
(i-iv). Its operation is also 
intellectual (iii)
Conception is a transfer of the 
Purer Cortex (ii)

3. PURER BLOOD, or “ani
mal spirit” (iii, iv) is prepared 
in the Cortical Gland

4. RED BLOOD—partly pre
pared by the brain

1. Soul's essence and sub
stance: purest essence of the 
body

2. Animal Spirit, inmost, 
supreme, purest blood; of vor
tical form (xvi, xvii): present 
in fibres

3. Purer, White, or Middle 
Blood, of spiral form (xvif)— 
sometimes identified with the 
Animal Spirit (iv, ix) as six

4. Red Blood has spherical 
form (xvii); contains all forms

Purest animal essence gener
ated in Simple Cortex and 
carried in Simple Fibres

Animal Spirit—medium be
tween soul and body (iv)— 
prepared in chamber of Corti
cal Gland and carried in 
Compound Fibres

Corporeal Fibres return 
etherial aliments to gland.

Resolved or Purer Blood iden
tified with the animal spirit 
and with pellucid particles (vi, 
note, viii, xviie, erased)

Red Blood
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1742
Sensation (Fragment)

1742
Action

(Localization of brain functions first suggested, 
xii a.)

The SOUL is above nature. It is the Soul alone
which, from its Pure Intelligence, sensates and GOD is above all “action” (xxvii)
perceives in the natural organism (xiii, viii).
When it sensates, it is passive (ix) The SOUL is devoid of parts. Motion cannot be

predicated of it. The “action” of the Mind is not 
motion (xxvii)

The soul is a spiritual The Will is conatus (xxxi f.)

and celestial form (xii)*

The PUREST CORTEX is the organ of Intel
lection (i)

Simple Fibres are sensory as well as motory (ii)

The CORTICAL GLAND is of the vortical form 
(xiii) like the Superior Ether (?)

Perception

The EYE has the form of the Ether (xiii) 

Sensation

The Rational Mind resides in the 
Simple Cortex and 
Simple Fibres

The BODY is formed to present all possible ideas 
of the Mind in the form of actions (xxiv)

Action arises from the individual animation of 
the cortical glands (xii a)

(Sensory fibres run from the skin towards the
medullae, and from the senses to the cortex, cf ii)
The EAR has the form of the Air (xiii)
The TONGUE and NOSTRILS are in accord
with angular forms (xiii).

* See note in fragment on “Harmony of Soul and Body” (c.1742): Soul is within the gyre of nature 
and thus in place (74ff.); it survives death, in celestial aura (76f.).
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1742
“Rational Psychology” 

(Application of Philosophical Doctrines)

Divine Form

Spiritual Form

The SOUL or Spirit of man is of the Spiritual 
Form (486), (500), immaterial, devoid of ex
tension or parts or motion; yet has analogue of 
these (498). It is not in place. It consists of 
spiritual substances and is immortal from God 
(516)

The Soul is the inmost and supreme of all forms, 
the first natural form being beneath it (501)

Divine Intelligence is above the human soul

The Pure Intelligence of the Soul perceives 
spiritual truths (127, 137), and sees the past in 
the present (529f.) All spirits have a SPIRI
TUAL MIND and are alike as to Intelligence 
but not as to Wisdom (goodness), for there are 
diabolical souls (527f, 504, 376, 431)
The Soul is pervertible as to state but imperish
able as to powers (527). The Soul is formed by 
means of the rational mind (528)

Celestial Form is that of the PURE INTELLEC- 
TORY or Simple Cortex and of the individual 
parts of the Animal Spirit (491) and most uni
versal aura (p. 324). The “first vital essence” 
and Simple Fibre are the only continuous sub
stantial, celestial, immortal (pp. 322-3). But 
the Pure Intellectories may eventually dissolve 
after death (495)

Vortical Form—Middle Blood or PURER 
BLOOD (p. 323) and Internal Sensory (486)

Spiral Form—External Sensory, or Brain; RED 
BLOOD (p. 323)

Circular Form—Body 

Angular Form—Bones, salts, etc.

The PURE INTELLECT, seated in the “pure 
intellectories,” perceives prime natural truths 
but cannot be instructed (134ff.); is source of 
the Animus (343)
The RATIONAL MIND or the “mixed intel
lect” is properly the man (344f) and indicates 
nature of the soul (349). Its reasonings, thoughts, 
virtues, and vices cease with the body (494f, 
506) but may persist until Last Judgment (512e, 
cf. WE 5081)
The ANIMUS—the life of the sensations and 
ideas of the Common Sensory. Whatever came 
from ether, air, or earth is given back at death 
(488, 491f.; p. 325). But if spiritual uses so 
demand, a body may be resumed from the ele
ments (523f., cf. WLG 95, WE 1457)
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1743
Generation

SOUL—a real substance, essence, and form (164) 
Analogies with‘‘fluid’, ‘figure’, etc., deprecated 
(168, cf. RPsych. 498)

The Soul is a spiritual

and celestial form (164).

FIRST ANIMAL ESSENCE or Soul comes only 
from simple fibres (48, 330) which are determina
tions of the Soul (167)

ANIMAL SPIRIT, a medium uniting soul and 
body. Medullary or compound fibres of brain and 
nervous fibres of the body are determinations of 
the Animal Spirit

Note: Mother at first supplies embryo with 
“pure spirit”, animal spirit, and blood. But only 
male seed contains the first essence so organized 
as to become formative. Cf. 304-306

1743
Periostium

(n.7)
(Application of the Doctrine of Forms) Cf. 
Generation. 352

The Spiritual Form, attributed to the Soul itself, 

produces

The Celestial Form—the form of the purest 
organic substances in which the Soul transacts 
the functions of its Rational Mind. Celestial 
Form produces

The Vortical Form and fibres emulating it. 
Vortical Form produces

The Spiral Form of brain, viscera, and nervous
fibres. Spiral Form produces

The Angular Form, as that of tendons, bones, etc.

BLOOD—the corporeal soul
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1744
The Five Senses

(Applications of Principia philosophy to Doctrine of Forms)

(7) The Divine Form—purely infinite; not form, but the origin of forms (268, 291)

(6) The Spiritual Form—ruling the Soul and the universe (291, 318, 268)

The SUPREME OR UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL (264, 291)—“universum 
spirituale quod supremum est”

The SOUL is in and lives in spiritual forms 
(684)
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(5) The Celestial Form The Soul considered as the first essence of the
body which has life in it, is of the celestial form 
(318)

I. PUREST ETHER or CELESTIAL AURA medium of stellar fight—of 
gravitation forms solar vortex (454:8, 263 f, 290, 414, 345, 347, 349, 683); 
telepathy (?) (683)

(4) The Vortical Form The Animal Spirit* concurs with the vortical
(349, 282) form (317)

II. ETHERIAL ATMOSPHERE—(263f, 281ff) light (342, 281), magnetism 
(282, 717), solar vortex(?) (282)

(3) The Spiral Form The Purer Blood* concurs with the spiral form
(316)

III. AIR—modifies fight and heat (349); cause of hearing (263, 286ff)

(2) The Circular Form The Red Blood concurs with the circular form
Water (270) (315)

(1) The Angular Form The entities of the earth (268)

* Identified in n. 451. Identical in animals(?) (cf. 318e)
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1744-1745 

Animal Kingdom

(Doctrine of Society and Uses, Principle of 
Trines) i.300 and note

The SUPREME MIND
1

The HUMAN SOUL is a spiritual essence, im- j 
mortal, but intimately united to the body while  
on earth (21). The Soul is neither corporeal 
or material, but is immaterial (14, 17, 20); yet 
it is the model, idea, and [first] substance of 
the body, and can be described by means of 
analogies and correspondences (20) 

 

1745
Worship and Love of God 

(Three natural atmospheres)

THE SUPREME DEITY

SPIRITUAL FORM radiates from the Sun of 
Life itself. It is above the celestial or supreme 
natural form and is perpetually celestiaL 
By it souls are excited to live their own fives, 
as are natural essences by their auras. (24 q)

Three Universal Essences (509) (Cf. Codex 
58—Brain i.89)

1. The Soul—only essence by which we live; 
distinct from the Intellectual Mind (565)

Corporeal or venous fibres sip elemental food 
from etherial and celestial auras (509)

2. The Animal Spirit—the most universal 
essence of corporeal life—produced by the 
cortical glands (190 q, 509, 520)

3. The Red Blood

I. SUPREME AURA (22,o), origin of 
 nature, space and time; connects the
 stars by its radiant matter; Celestial or
 supreme form of nature, perpetually

 vortical (6 b, 10 f). This aura is inani- 
a mate (24 q) but is married to Spiritual
  Essence for the generation of Man (33)

II. MIDDLE AURA or ETHER has 
vortical form; is magnetic (6 b, 11 g); 
medium of fight (13 h)

 __
III. ULTIMATE AURA or AIR (22,o, 

 has spiral form; originates from 
union of ether and earth (13, 14)
Vegetative kingdom is a matrix for

1 animal and human creation (24, 25)
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1745

Worship and Love of God (Coin'd)

(Poetical survey of cosmology and psychology. Two distinct principles—the 
Natural and the Spiritual, 24 q).

The SUPREME DEITY, the Fountain and Sun of Life

Spiritual essences or angels 
(34, 37, 38, 41). Individual 
souls (24q)

(Three spiritual essences which send rays or “fibres” to form 
the fibres of the body:)

Anima, symbolized as “the 
Omnipotent Father” (70)

Mens, symbolized as “the 
Only-Begotten” (70). 
Heavenly life (102)

1. ANIMA or Soul (90). The essence and form of its substance 
 is spiritual and supra-celestial, capable of the infinite (33,

92f). Supreme essence of life (92)

2. MENS or Intellectual Mind. Its form is distingushed as 
“celestial.” A purely spiritual essence, the life of heaven 
itself (90, 92)

Animus, symbolized as “the 
Prince of the World” (70)

3. ANIMUS. A spiritual essence, mediating between 
heaven and the world: “Infra-celestial”

“Soul” as supreme essence and 
supereminent fibre of the body, re
cipient of living essence (92)

and supreme natural form (90, 92, 102)

Another beginning of a fibre: celestial, 
form of the Intellectual Mind; receives 
a purely spiritual essence which is the 
life of heaven (92) 

A third beginning of a fibre: infra-celestial 
form, receptive only of the spiritual es
sence which mediates between the life of 
heaven and the nature of the world (92)

celestial form

vortical form

Forms purely natural 
(90:6,93)

Corporeal fibre 

Blood vessel

Corporeity

spiral form 

circular form

angular form
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1745-1747
“The Word Explained”

(Four principal faculties of Man. Spiritual and natural 
substance.) 130f., 642ff., 810ff., 917ff., 925ff., 3058.

1. The Spiritual Soul, “purely spiritual and supra- 
celestial”, above angelic heavens (811, 919). Most 
simple, supreme, supra-celestial substance, principal 
substance of Man (3058)

2. The Rational Soul, Intellectual Mind or Ra
tional; of spiritual essence. Thought.•

Souls of 3. The Natural Soul, Animus, lower mind; 
brutes containant of the spirit, because intermedi- 

ate between spiritual and
of the
spiritual

(Four “lives”) 
n3435

A. Supra-celestial life 
—divine (130)

I.
B. Celestial life, spir- Man’s veri- 

itual, angelic (130) most life*
C. Infra-celestial 
life of the Animus 
(130)

IL
Life of the

and the natural substances (55, 130, 1148, 3058). 
natural Imagination.
(919)

Material ideas (643, 130a)

Nature, void of 
life, is subordi
nated to these 
three lives, 
[A,B,C.] (130)

Purer Blood*

III.
Purer Blood, 
or Animal 
Spirit, flowing 
through 
nerves, etc.

4. The Corporeal Soul, Sensation (812f, 
918, 927) IV.

Red Blood

* The two superior “lives” are not bloods, but currents which correspond to bloods (3435).
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1745-1747

"The Word Explained” (Cont’d)

(Degrees of Truth) 
933,950

DIVINE or supra-celestial 
truths, inflowing into the 
human soul

CELESTIAL or spiritual 
truths concern heaven and the 
human mind (mens) : moral 
truths

INFRA-CELESTIAL truths 
concern spirits below heaven; 
natural mind

Spiritual essence is a substance 
so real that from it all com
pound substance is called sub
stance (927)

Angels and spirits:
a) Mediating “minds” or 

 forces without any “quasi-
corporeal texture” (1148) 
b) Human minds after death: 
endowed with a “quasi- 
corporeal texture” (1148)

The SOUL is acted upon 
only by Jehovah God (649, 
1147, cf. 130)

Angelic spirits operate upon 
the rational soul

Natural or infra-celestial 
spirits operate upon the 
animus : their head is called 
the Devil (647, 55)

PURELY NATURAL or 
physical truths

By death, the substance whose 
essence is mediate between 
natural and spiritual sub
stance, is loosened from its 
connections with the body, 
taking with it the superior 
substance whose essence is 
spiritual (intellectual mind), 
and also man’s principal and 
purer substance the essence of 
which is supra-celestial (the 
soul) (3058)

SUBTLER ETHER or subtler 
natural sphere (7122)

Genii or infra-celestial spirits 
derive their quality from na- 
ture (647) and use the atmo
spheres as a “quasi-body” 
(7122)

COMMON ETHER

AIR or grossest atmosphere

WATER, a “fourth” atmo- 
sphere (7122)
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1747
Spiritual Diary 

(n.222)
Spiritual Diary 

(413)
(Four natural atmospheres of which three oper
ate in the natural mind.)

GOD MESSIAH as a Sun

CELESTIAL SPHERE “As to the interior mind, in this there is nothing
. . . natural, but there is the Spiritual; in the

Inmost Mind inmost mind there is the Celestial; which are
produced by God Messiah alone and are living.

SPIRITUAL SPHERE thus are to be called spiritual and celestial
spheres.”

Interior Mind

Spheres of the sun which can be called solar and thus natural:

“The PUREST ETHERIAL SPHERE is that which is universal in the whole world; 
which is presented around the ratiocinations of the Natural Mind. The interior operations 
of that mind when perverted are called ratiocinations, while when according to order simply 
Reason, and it is a species of Thought by reason of spiritual influx."

“A still PURER ETHER . . . produces the forces of magnets that reign . . . also around 
the whole orb . . . . It produces there the situation of the globe relative to the poles of the 
world .... This seems to produce ratiocinations in the Natural Mind in which the spiri
tual ought yet to be present that they might live . . . .”

“A PURER ATMOSPHERE separate from the Air is that which produces sight or visual 
images by reflections .... How far this atmosphere penetrates into the Natural Mind, 
and whether it presents material ideas ... or fantasies and imaginations, cannot as yet 
be ascertained but appears likely .... This would be the first atmosphere which rules in 
the Natural Mind.” (Cf. SD 152e)

“The ATMOSPHERE which produces Hearing, is known.”
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1748 1748 1750(?)

Spiritual Diary Spiritual Diary Spiritual Diary

(1828) (3484) (4621)

(Forms) (Interiors of man which do not die)

INMOST answering 
to third heaven

INMOST without a name

MORE INTERIOR 
answering to Intel
lectual Mind In

te
rn

m
an

A

CELESTIAL

CELESTIAL-SPIRITUAL

INTERIOR answer
ing to Natural Mind

Within or above natural forms 
there are things “living from the 
Lord, but still organic,” spiritual 
forms which are never perceptible

SPIRITUAL-CELESTIAL

SPIRITUAL-NATURAL

 NATURAL

SENSUAL

Forms almost entirely devoid of 
limits, yet still within nature and 
devoid of life

Imaginative sight

Sight

Hearing
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c.1757 1749-1756
Spiritual Diary Arcana Coelestia

(5547-5552) (3691, 5145) (8443)
(Seven degrees of heaven)

(Three heavens)
(Degrees of truth 

Divine)

Th
e

C
el

es
tia

l
__

__
__

A
__

__
__ 'Inmost (unknown), the Lord’s

Soul—internal man comes to perception 
as internal intellectual
Human—perception

Interior Rational 
Celestial angels 
Third heaven

1st degree
2nd degree
3rd degree

Th
e 

Sp
ir

itu
al

 ate: Celestial-spiritual

Superior degrees closed off
Internal or Soul
Thought or perception 
Sensual—quiescent

Exterior Rational 
Spiritual angels 
Second heaven

Interior Natural 
Good spirits

4th degree

5th degree

First heaven

All angels and spirits have a sensual as rela
tively fixed ultimate or quiescent plane

6th degree of truth 
Divine is with man, as 
in the sense of the 
letter of the Word

The Arcana mentions 
ethers and airs only in 
passing. But confer 
AC5084:3

Purer Blood, mentioned, SD1036,1037

Red Blood
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C.1758-1759 

Apocalypse Explained

(Three spiritual auras from 
the Lord as a Sun)

(Three degrees of 
the spiritual.)

(AE726) (AE342:10,538
594, 832:6) 
(DLW183.)

(AE739)

1. A PUREST AURA nearest 
to the Lord. Celestial

Third heaven * Atmosphere 
“like ether”

2. An AURA less pure
Middle heaven Atmosphere 

“like air”

Spiritual Mind

3. An AURA still less pure

Ultimate heaven Atmosphere 
“like mist”

Natural Mind
1. Rational (Interior natural)
2. Interior Sensual

3. Sensual

1. The PURE ETHER 
nearest around the natural sun

Note: Lower degrees of things 
spiritual are spoken of in 
AE1210:3,1201.
The souls of brutes, birds, and 
insects, distinguished, 1201:4.

II. ETHERS less pure further 
away from the sun, around the 
planets

HI. AIRS, around the earths
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c.1760
Last Judgment (Posthumous)

(311ff.)

(Six degrees of life, six spiritual atmospheres; degrees in which men and 
angels are as to their thoughts and their affections.)

Infinite degrees ascend up to the DIVINE itself.

1. FIRST SPIRITUAL ATMOSPHERE

2. SECOND SPIRITUAL ATMOSPHERE

<0

©
44

3. THIRD SPIRITUAL ATMOSPHERE

4. First Spiritual-natural atmosphere

I. FIRST NATURAL ATMOSPHERE or “the Pure Ether which is univer
sal; from which is all gravity”

 5. Second spiritual-natural atmosphere; enables men in the world to 
 think and feel.

II. MIDDLE ETHER: Makes vortex about planets; in which are 
moon and satellites; from it is magnetism.

 6. Third spiritual-natural atmosphere; enables men to think and feel. 

III. ULTIMATE ETHER or AIR 

Material degrees even to the last.
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General Theological Teachings

(Three atmospheres in each world) 
ISB16, DLW302, TCR33, 76, AE726

Love
The DIVINE (DLW 230ff.) Wisdom 

Use

Divine Celestial
Divine Spiritual  Three infinite degrees 
Divine Natural J

The SPIRITUAL SUN, pure 
love from Jehovah God

SPIRITUAL ATMO
SPHERES descending accord* 
ing to discrete degrees, created 
one from another (TCR76:3, 
Ang. Idea, DLW 174ff)

Primitives of spiritual Sun (TCR33) Radiant belts (AC727O, 
Ath.Cr. p. 525, AE, vol. vi Stand. Ed.)

l. Celestial Aura (Coro.17)

II. Spiritual Ether

III. Spiritual-natural Air 
(LJ. post., 314)

Needed for angelic thought 
and affection (DLW 176)

Needed for angelic sight 

Needed for angelic hearing

SPIRITUAL ULTIMATES DLW 177, 52, 302, AE 1210-1212,1219(5). Cf. Fragment, p. 475, 
AE, vol. vi (Stand. Ed.)

The SUN of nature, pure fire, dead.

Three natural ATMOSPHERES, environing the 
three spiritual ones as shells encompass kernels 
(TCR 76). Though environed by spiritual atmo
spheres, the natural ones contain nothing 
spiritual in them (DLW175).

I. A HIGHEST AURA (TCR32) proximately 
environing the sun (Coro.17, AE.726,ii.) Light 
and heat (DLW.158, 174ff).

II. The ETHER under it. Light (AC6057,3702, 
4523, SD4063, DLW176) Magnetism (LJ post.

HI. The AIR below this.

Three degrees of fixed matter, TCR33, DLW302, 
LJ post. 312.
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General Theological Teachings

a) Described as to Divine influx, AC 1594:5, 1745e; Cf. SD 5474.
SOUL of Man  b) Placed in a heaven of human internals, AC 1999.

c) An unconscious receptacle of life, AC 1999, etc.

CELESTIAL DEGREE

Third heaven. Perception of good.
Interior Rational, opened by celestial love of use, or love to Lord Remains of celestial good 

SPIRITUAL DEGREE

Second heaven. Conscience of spiritual truth Remains of
Exterior Rational, opened by charity spiritual good

natural degree

First heaven. Conscience of justice and equity Moral good
Interior Natural Interior Memory

Natural Rational (First hell) “The ultimate Souls of ani
Reasoning spiritual (or spiri mals and of

Middle Natural (Second hell) tual-natural) can plants
Imagination he separated from

Sensual. Corporeal memory (Lowest hell) superiors
Scientifics

(No clear statements as to 
trinal degrees of the blood)

... in men only.” DLW 345,346, 
DLW345 AE 1201:4

Evil closes up the smallest
and entirely invisible ves
sels of which 

The “animal spirit” is formed 
in the cortical glands 
(SD 1059)

A “purer blood” called by 
some the “animal spirit” flows 
through the nerves (AE 1153), 
is affected by man’s character 
(DLW 423) and inflows into 
the red blood

the next greater vessels, 
also invisible, are com
posed. (AC 5726)

The “red blood” (SD 1036ff)
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General Theological Teachings

SOUL 

CELESTIAL DEGREE or
Celestial Mind
(DLW 236-239)

SPIRITUAL DEGREE or
Spiritual Mind

NATURAL DEGREE or
Natural Mind “consists of
spiritual substances

“Thought comes 
together from its spiritual

| substances, not
with from

The Soul is a superior 
Spiritual substance

 (ISB 8)

The Mind is a lower 
spiritual substance 
(ISB 8)

The Mind is by creation, 
 thus by birth, of three
degrees (DLW 239)

The spirit of man 
is created from 
finite things—spiri- 
tual substances

 which are in the 
spiritual world 
(TCR 470)

natural substances" which 
recede when the man dies, 
and make the cutaneous 
involucrum of the spiritual 
body (DLW 257, cf WE 
1148)

its natural sub
stances” (DLW 
257)
After death man 
“retains the spiri
tual which was 
from the father, 
together with a 
certain limbus 
from the purests 
of nature around 
it” (TCR 103).

“At death man retains the 
purer things of nature 
which are nearest to spiri
tual things; these then be
come his containants.”
He retains “interior natural 
things which agree and 
harmonize with the spiri
tual and the celestial”
(DP 220:3)

This “medium from the inmosts of nature” “cannot be described except by 
abstract things” (D.Wis.viii,e; cf. Econ.i.650; see ii.2O6, 167, concerning the 
“spirituous fluid” as the surviving ‘soul’.)

The body is from 
the substances of 
nature which are 
called material 
(ISB 8)
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